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News
Creative CWU chef retires
By JEAN EDGE
Staff Writer
e ntral food services bid fare
well to Glenn Pennell, who has
worked for Central's food services
for 15 years, on Saturday, Nov. 10 at a
potluck reception in his honor.
Central's food services is rated number
one in the nation, CWU President Don Garrity said.
Pennell said he attributes the high rating
to the school, the food services staff and
students' support rat~er than to himself.
"Food services had a lot of help reaching
the top from some very dedicated people,"
he said.
"Glenn is always initiating new programs
which are designed to benefit th~ students,;,
Garrity said.
Pennell recommended updating the Wild
Boar Dinner, ad9ing student appreciation
night, the deli and changing the way
residence hall formal dinners are served.
"It's been a real pleasure to work with
Glenn,"said Garrity. ·~He has a unique ability to get top grade food at low cost. But his
greatest assest is his concern for students."
"Glenn is a warm, caring human being
whose main concern has always ,been
students," said G.W. "Bo" Beed, dlfector of
technology and industrial education.
"He was always at the barbecues flipping
hamburgers." Beed said. "He was always
complaining that it got too hot over the
grills. So I would like to present Glenn with a
foot-long hamburger turner."
Don Wise, associate professor at the

C

GLADYS and GLENN PENNELL
counseling center, gave Pennell a cookbook.
·'Glenn has always loved to experiment
with cooking," Wise said. "During his time
with food services, he would always be
either peering over the shoulders of the
cooks or pitching in to help. I would like to
present him with this cookbook as a token of
my respect."
"Glenn has always loved his coffee," said
Tom Ogg, who will replace Pennell as
manager of food services. "So I would like to
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present him .with this rather large coffee cup
that's good for coffeee at any food service
facility."
One side of the cup said. "To someone
outstanding in his .field." The other side
showed a cow standing in a field.
Marc Connelly, auxiliary services,
presented the Pennells with a microwave
•oven on behalf of all food services
employees.
Pennell said he's going to miss Central

and its people.
"It's hard to leave here; this place holds so
many memories for me," he said. "Central
has given me the best 15 years of my life. It's
almost like leaving home.
"I am really going to miss all of it," Pennell said.
"This campus isn't losing just a food services manager." said Beed. "It's also losing
a warm. caring. unique ·human being.·'

ELLENSBURG
BOOT & SHOE
. 3rd & Pine 925-4441

Sh~e

Salon -& Apparel .Boutique

-Full Service Shoe Repair -

Leather Accessories: Anne Klein, St. Thomas and Mundi
Shoe styles:9 West, Capezio, Mia, Candies, S.R.O., Bare Traps
Apparel:Campus .Casuals, John Henry, Shapely, Sa'Bene
400 N. Pearl

GALLONS
TO GO

925-2230

WINTER BOOTS
From $9.99
Free Pizza Delivery:

KEGS
TO GO ·

fi .
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11 a.m. • 11 :30 p.m. Sunday -Jhul'!~ ., :"'
11 a.m. : 12:30 a.m. Friday - Saturday

Bring Iii. your
Gallon container
tor • flll dealt

·Bring In your
Gallon collllHr
for a real dull
~···

Ellensburg

Comglete Line Of Shoe
Care-Products
· Wick Dry Socks
Minnetonka Moccasins
Mens & Ladies Fashion
Work & Dress Boots

·
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.

BqdJ~Hona · .
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Pi.zza
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In The Plaza
. 925-9855
STORE HOURS:

1200E.10th
Thursday, November 15, 1984
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Sunday - Thursday
11 a.m. - Midnight
Friday - Sa~urday
11 a.m. - 2·a.m.
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Great A~erican Smokeout ·h its CWU
well last year, but no actual figures for the
number of smokers who quit is available,
Cole said.

By PAT BOYD
Staff Writer
Today. students might be wearing "Kiss
Me. I'm a Non-smoker" buttons, faculty
members might be snapping a wristband
with a picture of Larry Hagman. chairman of
the event for the American Cancer Society
for the second straight year, instead of
lighting up and staff members are urged to
offer smoking friends headless matches.
Today is the Great American Smokeout,
an annual event sponsored by the American
Cancer Society. Central's health education
department is responsible for Central's participation.
Class members will have a booth in the
SUB from which the buttons. wri:3tbands
and matches will be given out for the event.
"Adoption papers between a smoker and a
non-smoker will also be distributed,"said
Bri~ Cole. a member of the sponsoring
class. "The adoption papers will mean that
for 24 hours. both the smoker and the nonsmoker will have to give up a habit.
"The smoker quits cigarettes. and the
non-smoker gives up watching TV, talking
or chewing gum," he said.

"(However,) if one person quits. the program is worth it," he said.
The program is effective in getting publicity to Americans about risks connected with
smoking including lung cancer, heart and
respiratory problems, Cole said.
Students at the SUB booth also will have
• information on how to quit smoking as well
as other medical problems connected with
cigarettes.
Cole said that older students at Central of- fer the group its biggest challenge .
.. A lot of students who have smoked for
five, 10 or 20 years find it difficµlt to quit,"
he said. ··A lot of these students are'n' t going
to change."
Despite the Surgeon General's warnings
on each pack of cigarettes sold in the United
States, the number of smokers in the country has risen, he said.
"Now our biggest impact is keeping the
potential smoker from not starting the habit
to begin with.'' Cole said.

C.J. Nelsen/The Observer

BRQOKE SHIELDS discourages smoking as the Great
American Smokeout covers the nation.

The idea of a support system was given to
the health class by the national cancer program last year as well. The concept worked

Ellensburg

Fee~

& Seed

PET PORTRAITS'.

By appointment only.
Saturday, November 17th
9a.m. - 5 p.m.
·
1442 Cascade Way
(take 8th Street 2 miles
west of CWU)

925-1435

rose
A coffee shop with a.
different (l.avor, the rose
is your local, friendly
center of culture.
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
204 E. 4th, Ellensburg 962-2375
Page 4 -
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HAPPY
· HOUR
8-lOP.M.
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No Coupon Necessary

10% off any order placed between 8:00 p.m.
and 10:00 p.m. Not good

with any other discount
offer. OFFER EXPIRES
NOV. 30, 1984
FAST FREE DELIVERY®

505 N. Pine
Ellensburg
Phone: 925-6941

~

I

$100

.

off any pizza
ordered anytime.

Not good with any other
offer. One coupon per
pizza. Expires Nov. 30,
1984.
FAST FREE DELIVERY@

505 N. Pine
Ellensburg
Phone: 925-6941

Thursday, November 15, 1984

Eberhart has watched Central grow
By VERNON BARR
Staff Writer

AL EBERHART

Vernon BarrfThe Observer

20°/o

OFF
VU
ARNET
.
SUNGLASSES

A soft-spoken man who derives
pleasure from a Shakespearean
folio, owns a largely unread
90-volume library on Ireland, enjoys apple and pear farming,
restores antique engines and
refinishes furniture is also a man
who guided Central through more
than 1,800 contracts dealing with
more than $35 million in expansion construction.
Such a man is Al Eberhart.
Eberhart, who retired in October,
served Central for 18 years. He
started in 1966 as director of campus planning and programs. He
was given the title of facilities and
planning director as Central
entered its rapid growth in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
Between 1966 and 1972 the
university purchased from the city
of Ellensburg more than 70 private
homes in the area that's now Central's north campus. Eberhart
worked with the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), dealing with federal funds,
and he also wrote contracts which
bought the land to accomodate
Central's increasing enrollment.
Eberhart said the program
received widespread community
support and was considered by
HUD to b~ one of the most successful redevelopment programs in
the nation.
"Before the redevelopment ·program, the north campus area was
mostly small houses with broken
bridges and weeds, a few beautiful

homes, but not ·many," said
Eberhart.
Eberhart's contractual accomplishments include the
Language and Literature Building,
Randall and Michaelsen Halls,
Jongeward Physical Plant Services
Building, Hogue Technology
Building, the Psychology Building,
Student and Brooklane Villages, all
the north campus malls and the expansion of the SUB.
Eberhart says he'll miss the
challenge of his day-to-day work
with Central as well as the influence of the changing student
population.
"They keep you young," he said.
''I've enjoyed seeing how student
life has changed over the years.''
Eberhart, who has a strong
educational background in
literature, said writing good contracts is like good creative
writing-simple and clear.
"My retirement plans are
simple-a picking bag and a quiet
spot in a tree in the apple and pear
orchard I share with my brother
Dee
(Central
geography
professor)," said Eberhart.
Reflecting on his WC?rking life in
both the private and the public sector, Eberhart said he believed
university administrators as a
whole put out more effort for the
public dollar than most corporate
workers.
"I've worked extensively in both
the corporate world and in higher
education," he said. "I haven't
seen corporate administrators put
in near the effort I've seen put in on
this campus."
·

Make Your
Fashion
Statement at

IN SEA_,_____----'
423 North Pearl

Ellensburg, Washington

925-3159

T----------------------------------1

$2.00 OFF:
ALL PRESCRIPTIONS
(Except birth control pills)

AUTHORIZED DEALER
During .month of November .

While supply lasts

MODERN .OPTICAL

WITH THIS COUPON

( mon1~ JaverJ

R.)
I
I

430 N. Sprague (Behind Safeway)

505 N. Pine 925-3133 Closest drugstore to campus :

925-9611

Coupon Expires December 15, 1984

Thursday, November 15, 1984

:
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W~rkshtlpS open ·d oors to job market
By LYNNE MORGAN
$taff Writer
Each quarter, the Career Planning and
Placement Center offers four job search
workshops. Two are for prospective
teachers, and the other two are for noneducation majors.
"The job search workshops are not just for
graduating seniors." said Robert Malde,
assistant director of the Career Planning and
Placement Center. "They're also useful to
someone who is looking for a summer job or
an internship. They are available to
everyone.''
Workshops are hourly sessions, for a total
of three hours. The first session consists of
an overview of the whole job search process
from how to plan a career to researching an
employer and filling out applications. The
second day the workshop concentrates on
"paperwork:" writing resumes, cover letters
and filling out applications. The workshop's
last session deals exclusively with inter-

viewing.
"There is no fee or registration process for
the workshops," Malde said. "Youjust have
to show up."
How many students attend depends on
the time of year of the workshop. In the
1982-83 accademic year, 281 students attended job search workshops.
"Art and science students have the lowest
turnout in the spring,'' Malde said. ''By then
it's a bit late for therh to begin the job search
process. For education majors, it stays pretty much the same all year because of their
off-campus work (September experience
and student teaching).
"Roughly one-third of all senior education
majors are off-campus each quarter. So
there is a pretty steady turnout of education
majors all year," he said.
"I see it as a problem getting people to
take advantage of the workshop~." said
Malde. "There is a lack of publicity. We do
try to publicize them through our office by
sending notices to the school paper and the
academic departments.··

He said people are aware of the
workshops. but they' feel they don't have the
time, or they already know enough about
the subject, so they don't come to the
workshops.
"My philosophy on the workshops is that
anything that anyone can learn about the
process of looking for a job is useful." said
Malde. "Maybe they could pick up good
ideas on how to improve their performance
in an interview, or how to improve their
resumes.
"From general observation, the people
whu attend workshops are already actively
involved in looking for a job," he said.
"Those who don't attend the workshops or
take advantage of the center may feel that
they already have enough information about
the process.''
"Certainly a workshop is not the only way
to find out this information." he said.
"Other faculty members work with students
on resume writing and interviewing skills.
There are other exposures to job search

skills: books and classes about resume
writing and interviews."
Workshops are an important aspect of the
center's total program. They also provide individual assistance on resume~. , cover letters and answer questions abo~t interviewing, Malde said.
I

Approximately one-half of the senior class
sets up a platement file. Other students may
use the office in different ways. They don't
have to have a placement file to do research
or get help at the center. But students must
have a placement file in order to have an interview with any of the businesses that interview on campus.
The business. economics, accounting and
education majors use the center heavily. but
students froJI}. all rnajors 'use the center.
"Approximately 98 percent to 99 percent
of all education majors use the center,"
Malde said. "For them it is virtually a
necessity to register with the center. Every
school district that they apply to will want a
copy of their placement file.''

Parking permits second lowest in state
By ELLEN A. HIATT
Staff Writer

The recent raise in parking permit fees represents the first raise in
seven years, according to Wendell
Hill, director of auxiliary services.
This leaves Central with the secnnd
lowest parking permit costs in
Washington state.
The rate went from $6.42 a
quarter to $11 and from $16.05 to
$28 for a year.
Hill
said
the
parking

maintenance fund was down to
.. next-to nothing" and the raise
was necessary for continuing
maintenance.
"We had used all of the money
we had in our fund,'' said Hill.
Hill said even with the raise in
permit prices the fee is lower than
at other universities in Washington
state.
Central's parking permits cost
less than the other three regional
and two state universities except
for one option offered by

Washington State University. WSU
offers parking permits to students
who live in . university housing for
$25 a year, three dollars less than
Central's yearly permit.
The University of Washington
permits are _the highest. UW permits range from $37.50 to $51 a
quarter.

Evergreen State College permits
are $22 a quarter and $54 a year.
Eastern Washington University
permits are $21.50 a quarter and
$48.50 a year.
"In time we may be able to pave
·s ome of the other lots,'' Hill said,
adding that will not happen within
the year.

Western Washington University
permits range from $12.94 to
$32.34 a quarter and $91.63 a
year.

He said while the cost of maintaining gravel lots is more in the
long run, the initial cost of paving is
too much to pave all the lots.

THE MUSTARD SEED IS BRANCHING OUT
We've added new lines of books !
We also carry ho~

I•

{Including N.Y. Bestsellers.)

to books, na.t ure and travel guides.

{Such as The Arm - Chair Mountaineer and Northwest Bed & Breakfast.)
•
2- 3 days.
Any book you want can be special - ordered 1n

~ · Also! We have a wide line of music albums and tapes.
The Mustard Seed
Page_6 -
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Boles merits Teich.er of the·Year
By JILL HANKS
Staff Writer
Ronald Boles, Central professor of science
education and biology, has been named Collegiate Science Teacher of the Year.
The award, presented by the Washington
Science Teachers Association (WSTA), is
given annually to teachers at elementary.
junior high, high school and college levels.
Other 1984 winners are Ann Holmes
Sanky, Maple Lawn Elementary School in
Sumner; Larry Welch, Cedar Heights Junior
High in Port Orchard; and Mary Parker,
Medical Lake High School. All were honored
on the Oct. 26-28 annual WST A meeting,
hosted by Central.
Boles said he. has a lifelong excitement
about" biology.
·'I love the desert and the out-of-doors,·' he
said.
These feelings fit right into Boles'
background. He enjoyed nature with his
family while growing up.
"I can't remember when I wasn't interested in science," Boles said.
Two of Boles' children show inclinations
toward science and 'nature, too.
Boles received his undergraduate degree
in zoology from Kansas State University. He
continued his education at Stanford, getting
a master's degree in the teaching of biology.
He then attended the University of Wiscon.sln, receiving his Ph.D. in science education
and botany.
Before coming to Central, Boles had a few
other teaching jobs, beginning in 1950.
"All the schools I was at were excellent,"
he said. "Both the teachers and students
were wonderful. I can honestly say I've
never had a bad teaching experience."
Boles credits this to strong administrations, and said the best schools also had the
most school spirit, as well as the most
discipline.
Boles said he feels that today's college
students are more interested in science than
ever before. He said people seem to want to
get back to nature a little bit, possibly

Sue HobbsfThe Observer

RONALD BOLES
because of overcrowding in cities.
Boles also spent three years as a research
assistant at the University of Wisconsin.
Now he's an educational consultant to the
Fish and Game Commission.

elementary teachers. a popular backyard
biology summer workshop that hundreds or"
practicing teachers have participated in. a
, desert ecology class and studies in advai:iced
strategies for science education.

At Central Boles has been instrumental in
developing a course in naturaJl history for

Boles has spent the last five years creating
a new program for Central elementary

AIR FORCE ALWAYS NEEDS MORE
-LEADERS.
The Air Force ROTC program at Central Washington Unive"1ity
offers a way to help you achieve these goals. As an AFROTC
cadet, you will learn about leadership, management and more.
Now is the time to apply for your Septemb::;r '86 slot. Look into
Air Force ROTC right away. You'll be glad you did.
We are looking for pilots, navigators, missileers, people
managers, do'ctors, jGJJrnalists and more. And the Air Force
ROTC program is a great way to get into a skill like one of those
which could help you improve your leadership ability and
rofessional
I..competence.
...
.
........... .

teaching candidates. Now under consideration, it has two main components.
''There is a large teaching methods component, as well as a large academic component,'' Boles said.
He said he feels that teachers in the program will be among the best prepared
anywhere.
"This way· the children will learn more,
and the teachers will get more enjoyment
out of their jobs." he said.
One of Boles' major concerns throughout
his career has been "the importance of
knowing what you're teaching. as well as
how to teach."
He said he's confident that his proposal
will be passed. at least in some form.
Boles said if the process is passed by all
the campus boards and committees. he will
consider it one of his greatest accomplishments.
"It will be an elementary program second
to none in this country ... he said.
Boles' work led him to be nominated for
the prestigious state awar9 by Phil Dumas,
biology department chairman.
Dumas said he first heard about Boles in
the late 1950s in Idaho, where he was
teaching at the time.
"I kept getting students from C~ldwell.
Idaho, in my general biology classes who
knew a lot about biology, and they were enthusiastic about the subject. Each time I
asked who their high school teacher was, I
kept hearing. 'Mr. Boles,"' he said.
Dumas and Boles met in 1960, and the
two have been friends ever since.
"He's just a plain great teacher," Dumas
said of Boles. "The proof of great teaching is
looking at the results. Ron's students get a
distinctive enthusiasm and love for their
subject from somewhere, and it's got to be
from him."
Boles said he "sort of knew" he was up for
the award, but was surprised just the same
when he found out he'd won.
"I felt really overwhelmed," Boles said.
''I'm not so presumptuous as to think I
deserve the award. but I appreciate getting
it .••

WILLIAM'S FLORIST
Let our cut flowers, house plants,
balloons, and corsages
give you a lift!
100

w. 8th

925-3176

·::::;:~

Featuring

TIGHT

SHOES
9:30 p.m. till 1:30 a.m.
Monday-Saturday
For further information, contact
Col. Dick Thompson, (509}
963-2314, or write Air Force
ROTC, Detachment 895, Central
Washington University, Ellensburg,
WA 98926

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
Thursday, November 15, 1984 _

Seahawk Sunday: Corn Dogs and Schooners for 50¢ each
"Sunday Nite At The Movies": Free movies every sunday.
(Starts at 6:30 p.m.)
Monday Night Football: Hot Dogs and Beer for 50¢ each.
Gold Tuesday: Selected Quervo Tequilia drinks. $1.50 each.
All Night
"Hump" Wednesday: Late Night Happy Hour, 10-midnight
Thursday i~ Ladies Night: Happy Hour deals for ladies all night

1700 Canyon Rd.

925-'9801
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E:x:it exams unnecessary, ·Cummings says
By CONNIE BLODGETT
Staff Writer
Requiring a basic skiils exam to graduate
from Central doesn•t make a lot of sense,
said Donald Cummings, English professor
and academic skills center director.
·
"A student who doesn't know basic skills
should not have b~en ·able to get that far
along (senior level) through school,'' said
Cummings. "Th~ version Central has now is
best."
According to Central's 1983-85 Bulletin,
students must demonstrate proficiency in
writing, reading and computation prior to

being admitted to a major field of study.
Students can demonstrate knowledge in
basic skills by taking the Washington PreCollege Test (WPCT), Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) or American College Test (ACT)
scores, an academic skills proficiency exam
taken at Central, a pretest in remedial .
classes or by completing a remedial class,
Cummings "s aid. The process gives students ·
a second chance to demonstrate their ability
in basic skills.
Students with scores of 50 percent or less
on their WPCT, SAT or ACT must take a
proficiency exam at the academic skills
center. Students with a score of 35 percent

or less on the proficiency exam must take a
ter in basic skills, and in the next few years
corresponding remedial class, he said.
. there will be a marked improvement
Knowledge in basic skills must be
because of the concern in junior-high and
demonstrated before a student begins his or
high schools.
her major, said Cummings. This allows time
"We are just now recovering from the turto clean up any deficiencies.
moil in the 1960s when people _e ased off on
Dr. Donald Schliesman, dean of
the traditional hard work ethics," Cummundergraduate studies, said students seem
ings said. "Students were encouraged to
to need more instruction in reading, comtake more electives. There was a decline in
putation and writing. This became obvious
the harder aspects of math, reading and
when reports from faculty, test scores and
sciences.
reports in the public and professional press
"In the past few years there has been a
concluded students have little knowledge in
return to the traditional hard work,'' he said.
basic academic skills.
"People are now inclined to know more,"
Cummings said students are getting betCummings said.

START PLANNING
NOW FOR YOUR
HOLIDAY
VACATION!

TUESDAYS
& THURSDAYS
5-10

Come on down
for a fun night
in the lof~!

No-Fee
Travel Service
Monday -

p.m.

Lots of appetizers &
special prices on all
beverages.

Friday

8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
434 N. Sprague,
Ell~nsburg 925-8961

Monday-Friday: 7.. a.m .-6 p.m .. Saturday: 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
408 N. Main - Ellensburg - 962-6661

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st

•
HIT L.P..'s or CASSETTES

CAPITOL

SOUNDTRACK

TEACHERS

WARNER BROS.

Bl-MART
Give the gift

of music.

.' ----~

SALE
PRICED •••

THE

STATLER BROTHERS

OHHAPPYDAY

CHOOSE FROM:
• Wham / Make It Big
• David Bowie / Tonight
• Sheena Easton / A Private Heaven
•Tina Turner/ Private Dancer
• Sam Harris ;-sam Harris
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CBS

,NICE PRICE

• Statler Bros: / Oh Happy Day .
Many more popular artists to choose
from. Actual Selections may vary.

Bl-MART

EACH

r-a.,; ~;ou-;-a-1
I

Bl·MART

I

THIS COUPON ENTITLES A
NON-MEM.BER TO ONE

FREE ADMISSION

!en ~!s:~~
receptio nist at 81-Mart

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L.:---------J

'

LP or
CASSETTE

CHOOSE FROM:

·597

COLUMBIA

6 97

•Willie Nelson/ Red Headed Stranger
•Mac Davis/ Greatest Hits
•Marty Robbins/ More Greatest Hits

• Kiss /Animalize

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CAPITOL

L.P.'s or CASSEi IES

• Twisted Sister/ Stay Hungry
• Prince / Purple Rain

PRICED.• '•

TEACHERS

_J

CAPITOL

:..~

SOUNDTRACK

SALE PRICED •••

PR.CES EFFECTIVE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21st
Located at: 608 E. MOUNTAIN VIEW.
LIHTIMI FAMllY MIMIHSHIP - $2 00

. Thursday, November 15, 1984

I

Eight Days
November
Alcohof Awareness Support Group:
p.m. to15 p.m.. SUB 210.

Seattle Symphony Concert: McConnell, 7
p.m., general admission $10.

15

Great American Smokeout:

All day.

3

Kappa Delta Pi: 7 p.m. to 9 p.m .. SUB 206.

.

Piano and voice:
Central Christian Swimming: Co-ed vs. University of British
Fellowship, noon to 1 p.m .. SUB Pit.
Columbia, 6 p.m .• Nicholson.
"The Braggart Soldier:" 8 p.m .. $4 general
admission. McConnell.

16

EUensburg Orienteering Club:
1 p.m .. east side of SUB.

17

11 a.m. to

Film: "Not a Love Story." 6 p.m. to 10 p.m ..
Hertz. Free. (addresses issue of pornography).
Rodeo Club: 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m .• SU!3 210.
Central Christian Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. to
10 p.m., Barge Threepenny.

Football: CWU vs. Western Oregon, 1 p.m.
Tomlinson Field.

Classic Film: "Lacombe, Lucien," 7 p.m.,
McConnell. Admission $1.50.

Central Symphony : 8 p.m., Hertz.

Senior Honors recital:
Mellssa Wilson.
mezzo-soprano, 3 p.m., First Christian
Church.

Poetry reading:- 7:30 p.m., L & L Lounge.

Any major: Sign up for an interview at
Career Planning and Placement Center,
Barge 105, "Career Positions," Sales

Rep/Management Trainee, Yakima and
Spokane openings for Prudential Insurance/Prudential Bache .

20

.American Home Economics Association:
Student member section, 6 p.m. meeting,
.Michaelsen 126. Speaker: Bob Malde, "Job
Placement in Home Economics."

Guest faculty recital: Paul Emmons, pipe
organ, 8 p.m., Hertz .

21

Accounting majors: Sign up for an ·inter. view at Career Planning and Placement
Center, Barge 105, with Smith, Hinckley,
Fisher Inc., December graduates, Yakima

area. Day, Ludwig & Criddle of the Yakima
area is also looking for accountants with a
3.2 GPA. Shrader & Alegria, Yakima area,
minimum 3.0 GPA in major.

18

19

22
23

Thanksgiving Holiday

Thanksgiving Holiday
It

.

24

25
:

26

Exhibit: Historic maps, 8 a.m: to 5 p.m.,
weekdays through Dec. 7, Spurgeon
Gallery, free.

27

Basketball:
CWU women vs. ·Yakima
Valley, 5 p.m., Nicholson. CWU men vs.
Warner Pacific, 7:30 p.m., Nicholson.

28
•

29

Philosophy Colloquium: ''Deconstruction
of Philosophy or can we get out of our
boxes?" W. Robert Goedecke, 7:30p.m., L&
L 106A.
Central Trio Concert: Tim Strong, Wendy Washington Student Lobby:
Richards, Edward Dixon, 8 p.m., Hertz.
p.m., SUB 215.

Car Survivial Seminar

Political science club forming
The newly-formed Political Science
J,\ssociation's main organizational goal is to
induce student and overall citizen involvement In political enlightenment activities.
Th~ association's activities will include:
coordination of current issue presentations
by prominent speakers, establishing forums
for informed and spontaneous debate on
relevant topics, fundraising and general
socializing.
All interested students call Steve Springer
at 925-5705. If unavailable, call Dr. Brown
at the political science department.

Thursday, November 15. 1984

CLAS ~lloquium: ''The Practice of Im·
prisonment." Dr. David Lovell, 7:30 p.m., L
& L Lounge, free.

Car Survival seminar sponsored by Central Technology Educator's Association
(CTEA). Lectures and demonstrations on
how to take car:e of your vehicle. Free to all.
Thursday, Nov. 15, Power and Technology
Lab, 14th and Alder streets, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. .

Women·s varsity tennis
All women interested in playing varsity
tennis meet in room 116 in Nicholson
Pav111on on Thursday Nov. 29 at 4 p.m. For
further ·information call Dee Johns at
963-1951.

Cooperative
perience

Meeting, 2

Field

Ex-

Students interested in cooperative field
experience should contact the office of
Cooperative Education and Internships,
Barge 307 or · phone 963-2404. Sfgnup for
orientation meetings is now taking place.
Those interested in internships next year
should sign up now.

Freshmen advising required for winter quarter
Freshmen are required to meet with their
advisers Nov. 26. through Dec. 7. Advisers
will provide them with a signed advisement
slip after their meeting. This slip must be
shown in order to be admitted to winter
quarter registration. Students having questions may call Acadmeic Advising at
963-3409.

Editor's note: Due to the Thanksgtvtng
holiday. there wtll be no Observer published next week. The last two issues Wtll be ori •
Nov. 29 and Dec. 6.
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Raiders Stuffed

The halftime performance of Central' s marching band
apparently helped the Seattle Seahawks overcome a 7-0
halftime deficit and defeat Marcus Allen (above) and the
Oakland Raiders· 17-14 Monday night '•

RESEARCH
Ads must be submitted by Thursday 5 p.m.
the week prior to publication. Copy for Campus Briefs must be submitted by noon Friday to be considered in the next issue.

"So MUCH deck - so LITTLE Money!"

Catalog of 16,000 topics. Send $1.
Research, 407 S. Dearborn,
Chicago, IL 60605. Phone:
3'12-922-0300.

,..

I

(/)

-

" Boost Alcohol Consciousness
.Concerning The Health
Of University Students "

------

__

- ..::_

-

---

--.

_c._

. .

---~

(Similar to illustration)

11101

~HITACHI

s 12 9 'e'
(List

·

A World Leader 1n Technology

The Hitachi DE15 cassette deck has
made a lot of our customers happy! With
Dolby B. soft-touch controls, LED level
indicators and metal tape
capability, recording
is easy!

KNOW

YOUR

LIMIT·

cc
'

HANDLE A HITACHI TODAY!

Devoted to encouraging responsible
decision-making about drinking
in the campus community.

Hitachi DE 4
Cassette Deck:
Dolby Band C
Metal tape
LED meters
Feather Touch Controls

(List $200)

Hitachi DE 5
Cassette Deck:

•

$149

To learn more about BACCHUS
at Central please call 963-1391.
404 N. Pearl 962-2830
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Anthro museum announces grand opening
By CONNIE BLODGETT
Staff Writer
The anthropology department museum
makes its grand opening thts weekend with
Northwest Coastal and Plateau Indians as its
theme.
The museum, located in the instructional
building, opens Nov. 17 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.
John Alsoszatai-Petheo, physical anthropology instructor. has coordinated the
museum project by conducting museology
classes and workshops.
"This is a teaching museum," said
Alsoszatai-Petheo. "It gives students the opportunity to learn hands-on how to plan, set

up and learn techniques involved in
museum displays."
Anne Denman, anthropology department
chairman, said the idea of a museum was
suggested in 1979 when Leonard Williams,
the museologist at that time, supervised the
construction of the display cases and
physical displays such as the Indian sweat
house.
,

on the exhibit was valuable for her study
program. She said each student was responsible for everything involved in opening the
museum.

Coleen Bittinger. a graduate in anthropology, did a lot of research on artifacts
and helped in writing copy for the display
c~es. Denman said.

Work began winter quarter 1984 when
several students chose items for display.
gathered information on the item and constructed a complementary background in
tht display case for the item, Smith said.

The exhibit has items from the anthropology department's collection of
historical artifacts. Denman said most items
in the exhibit were donated by Ed Halnes. a
longtime member of the art department.

Central hasn't had a museologist since
1981 and the project hasn't been finished.
Denman said.

Two resident experts were instrumental
in explaining the meanings and purposes of
the items displayed.

The museum is a product of efforts from
many people from its birth in 1979 to the
final exhibit today.
Cheryl Smith. senior anthropology major,
said the experience she g~Jned by working

"Ramona Tulee was a lot of good help."
Smith said. "She explained what the
designs of the beaded work meant and told
us what we could and couldn't do with the
items we selected."

The future of the museum depends on involvement from students and available
funds.
"We put the museum together with a notion that the projects will change with student involvement," Alsoszatai-Pttheo said.
"The theme is not as important as teaching
students how to creatively convey information through the media of a museum."

Sue Hobbs!The Observer

Central students stroll through the fall leaves.

CHILDREN'S
BOOK SALE

This Christmas give the gift of adventure, fantasy and
learning - give the children on your Christmas list the
gift that keeps on giving - a book from The University
Store. We have a variety of wonderful children's books
all discounted this week for your early shopping convenience. Come on in and browse while the selection is
large. The little people in your life will really appreciate it.
(Sale ends November 30th)

15% Off Sale Pri e
Some savings are up to 800/o Off the original price.

Store Hours
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.rn.
Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.rn.
Friday

12 noon to 4:00 p.m.

Saturday
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Scene
CWU band travels to Emerald City
By HEATHER COUGHLIN
Staff Writer
embers of the crowd, which was in excess of
64,000, cheered continuously from the moment
they left their cars to enter the Kingdome until
the lights went out after the game. Hardly a moment passed
when some manner of Seahawk worship was being exhibited.
From the press box the spectacle unfolded before the eyes
of the many mass media pro~essionals on hand. The
Associated Press, United Press International, local press and
numerous others crowded the box.
The press box was inhabited by many other celebrities
from time to time. Reggie Jackson made an appearance as
well as the crew from ABC: Don Meredith, Frank Gifford and
O.J. Simpson. They came to see the Seattle Seahawks and
Los Angeles Raiders battle it out in a fashion that would leave
an onlooker with the impression that this was more than an
ordinary game.
As the teams took to the field, the dome echoed with both
cheering and booing. The cries exceeded any of those
previously exhibited and climaxed with the kick-off.
,For two quarters this battle went on, with every Raider success bringing boos, and every Seahawk advance, no matter
how small, bringing cheers.
_
Halftime gave the players a rest and the audience a ·chance
to pump their spirits up for the second half. Their team was
behind and it appeared hard to be excited.
The CWU Marching Wildcat Band moved onto the field and
began its first formation. The crowd's overwhelming approval for the can-can performed by the first row of the band
was apparent in the catcalls and cheers.
The crowd's applau~e for the halftime show was inter_rupted by the ominous sound of an entire sports arena booing
the common foe. The Raiders were taking the field for the second half.
The members of the press corps settled down from the
halftime meal provided for them and began to assemble the
statistics from the first half.
The tone of the crowd had mellowed. in comparison to the
first half. There was no joy in Seattle; the Seahawks were losing. The crowd was determined to support them in spite of
their position, but it was apparent this was going to be difficult. These were hard-core Raider haters and if anyone
could spur the Seahawks it was these diehard fans all decked
out in Raider Buster T-shirts.
The second half was 100 percent Seattle. Fifty percent were
the Seahawks and the other 50 percent was the crowd. The
Seahawks were now .ahead and the crowd was going to see
that it stayed that way.

M

BILL RAY, junior band member cheers on the Seahawks. Behind him ls AL WECHSLER, senl_o r.

CWU mascot, 'TONI DONISTHORPE) hams It ~p with the Seahawk mascot.
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The Marching Wildcat Band pedormed halftime at the K.lngdom for Monday Night Football.

DEBI RIEF pulls out a ray of the rainbow
while the Wildcat Marching Band pedorms
"Somewhere Over The Rab1bow".
-

From left to right: Central cheerleaders
LISA MASON, MARIA LaMARSH and VICKI
WHIDBY

....
Photos by
Randy Anderson/The Observer
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Ancient humor farce gets laughs
BY JIM MASSEY
Staff Writer

"The Braggart Soldier" opened
to a half-full house last Thursday
evening, beginning its fiveperformance run at McConnell
Auditorium.

Review
The play was written in the third
century B.C. by Titus Maccius
Plautus, a playwright in the Roman
theater. ·His works have been
credited with providing the roots

for most modem low comedy and
farce.
The comedy is a slightly bawdy
farce of deceit, mistaken identity
and a comical attack on pompous
egos. The plot concerns an
egotistical Roman soldier and the
scheme in w}:lich he's duped into
reuniting two separated lovers.
This production, presented by
Central's drama department, is
directeq by Dr. Milo L. Smith,
department chairman.
David Lund plays the soldier, and
Gary Frazier is his clever servant
who engineers the plot to get the
lovers together and wins his own
freedom .. The lovers are played by

Paul Yarnold and Jill Ramsey.
Dan Schuy plays the elderly
neighbor who's more than happy to
help in the plan to deflate the
soldier's inflated ego. Catherine
Brown and Lenora DeCarlo are also
a part of the scheme to fool the
soldier and his second servant,
played by Chris Bragg. Marva
Holmes plays a- hot-tempered
housekeeper.
'fhe production experienced the
usual quirks of an opening night,
but the appreciative audience
didn't seem to mind. The humor,
ancient as it is, went over well, and
murmurs could be heard admiring
the set, a replica of an ancient

street with houses in the city of
Ephesus.
"The Braggart Soldier" plays
again tomorrow and Saturday
night at 8 in McConnell
Auditorium. Tickets are available
at the Daily Record, Shapiro's and
the SUB information booth.
General admission is $4 and $3 for
students with valid ASC cards.
The department will be presenting several other plays early next
year, including "Wiley and the
Hairy Man," a children's play, in
January, ''Die Fledermaus,'' art
opera, in March, and ''Amadeus,''
the recent Broadway and London
hit drama and critically-acclaimed
film, in May.

DRAWING!
For $100.00 Off
Winter
Quarter Tuition
You may register
for the drawing
any time.
No purchase necessary.
(Drawing for winner will be
December 7, 1984)
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Cookbook cures dining hall blues
fried in a hot pot, chocolate peanut
no-bakes and even drinks such as
banana-yogurt milkshakes and a
There's an alternative to the din- hot buttered rum.
ing hall and your own recipes. It's
Fitzgerald says essential noncalled the "On Campus Cookbook "
kitchen utensils are a wooden
and it illustrates 70 easy recipes spatula, wire whisk, hand grater,
that can be prepared in a dorm
cutting board, basic bowls, knives
room.
'
· and additional cleanup items.
Author Mollie Fitzgerald of Duke
According .to the cookbook, food
University in New York, has designstaples consist of various spices,
ed her recipes for the non-kitchen
seasonings, Bisquick and a lot of
cook (someone who likes to cook refrigerator items (both basic and
but doesn't have access to a comspecialty). Quite a few of the recipes
plete kitchen).
call for small amounts of oregano,
basil, mixed Italian herbs, onion
powder or dried parsley flakes.
Next time you have access to
mom's spice cupboard, dip into it.
All you'll need are a few teaspoons
of each spice and they'll go a long
Her dishes are made with one of wa:v. Seal them tightly in _a zip lock
the following common appliances:
sandwich bag. You'll save money,
a toaster oven, a hot pot or a
valuable storage space and
blender.
eliminate waste.
Recipes range from appetizers
Fitzgerald includes other tips to
and anytime snacks, such as baked
keep in mind. Save all aluminum
brie with sauteed almonds and
foil pans (for toaster oven use), save
quickie cheese puffs. to fish fillets
plastic containers (for leftovers)
cooked in foil and onion rings deepand buy all ingredients in small
By CINDY RATHBUN

Staff Writer

t·

Review

quantities to eliminate waste.
warm you to the bones in t he dep·
The author says to store ap- ths of winter: 8 tablespoons (1
pliances and utensils in wire mesh · stick) butter, softened; 2 cupsfirmhanging baskets and recommends ly packed brown sugar; -l4 teastaking advantage of doggie bags poon ground nutmeg; -l4 teaspoon
from restaurants and picking up ground cloves; 1 quart dark rum;
extra condiment packages (ketsup. 20 cinnamon sticks.
mustard, sugar) whenever possiBeat the butter and sugar
ble.
together with a wooden spoon until
l agree with the author that her well incorporated and light and
recipes aren't to~ expensive to fluffy. Add spices and beat well.
make. However, setting up your Cover with plastic wrap and
non-kitchen does involve some ex- refrigerate.
pense.
To serve: place 1 heaping tablesI recommend beginning with
recipes that are basic (those that re- poon of the spiced butter mixture
quire only a few ingredients). Each in a mug. Add 1 and one-half
time a new dish is tried, you '11 be on ounces dark rum andfill the mug
your way to stocking your cup- with boiling water. Stir with a cinnamon stick. Serves 20.
board.
·
This hot buttered rum mix is
The author's alternative plans for
popular on cold winter days. It's
great tasting without the alcohol escape from the dining hall. late
night munchies (when it's too cold
too.
Mix these few easy ingredients to walk to a store), weekend
together and keep them in the breakfasts and picnic fare. are
refrigerator. They're guaranteed to basically easy to follow .

[ti.new WORLD VIDEO .1]
Weekend Special - Friday & Saturday
$5 for 2 tapes,

Mr. G's

The grocery store with We Make-You Bake Pizzas, Donuts,
Chicken to go, Fresh Food, Fast Food, Frozen Food, and
Popcorn, don't forget the popcornl Plus you don't have
to be an Artie Explorer to find Mr. G's.

$~

for each additional tape!

Open 10 a.m. to ·10 p.m. Daily
415 N· Main
Sundays 12 to 1.0 p.m.

962-6447

Imt;~,md[,.
411 N. Pine

925-9134 (A Few Doors Past Pennys)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MISSION RIDGE THURS. FRI. SAT ONLY
OPENING SATURDAY!

* IF LAST FEW DAYS CONTINUE COLO
8th and Chestnut (Across from Lind Hall} 925-2467

c;t,1 CZ,~~1\0'(\ IFREE
\>
I i

p

~I"

S2 OFF

COUPONS

LADY HANSON
BOOTS
(last years)-

LADY CIRRUS
REG.$215 oo

~~$115.00 .
SPECIALS OF THE WEEK
See our Fine Selection of
Diamond Rings at Great Savings

We create settings and can repair or recreate
mountings to rour specifications

ELAN 630 SKI (Intermediate - Advanced)REG. $22500 NOW $160 00
RAICHLE TARGA soots
REG. $125 00 NOW $90 00
TYROLIA BINDINGS (All Models)
25'/a OFF
PARKAS (ALL NEW MODELS - EXCEPT ROFFE) 20'/o OFF

MAKE AN OFFER

On any ski item priced over $ I 00°0
Thursday, November 15, 1984
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Conc·e rts hard to book
By CONNIE BLODGETT
Staff Writer

According to Drinkwater. Central's con·
cert promoter. Gary Wonderlick of Yakima,
is having a problem competing with bigger
agencies throughout the Northwest which
dominate the purchasing of major concerts.
"Our promoter had dates lined up for
Scandal, John Wait, the Go-Gos and the
Fixx," Drinkwater said. "But he was not
successful in securing these shows.''
He said another problem is getting bigname concerts on campus is that not many
groups are touring the Northwest.
The ASC 'doesn't pu(money behind ma~or
concerts because of a bad experience with
two previous concerts-Kenny Loggins and
the Charlie Daniels Band, Drinkwater said.
Between those two concerts, the ASC lost
$15,000.
He said hopefully the ASC will present a
major show before the academic year is
over, depending how the promotion market
goes.

Th e "H uey Le w 1s an d th e News .. concert
Along with practice, dancers also are urg,1 s h ow the
I
ed to stay in shape. stay healthy, slim down i · ast sprt ng may b e the 1ast mapr
Staff Writer
Associated Students of Central (ASC) will
and watch their _d iets regularly. Although 1
·
The Orchesis Performing Dancers are · jokes of calloused feet arise, the dancers ' present in a w hil e.
already hard at work preparing for their first don't seem to mind the long hard rehearsals
According to John Drinkwater, director of
performance in February.
and dieting. he said.
student
activities, big-name concerts are
"It's a real cohesive group,"said Christie
"It's become more disciplined this year,"
hard to schedule.
Satnik, artistic director. "They work hard said Carol Morris, Orchesis secretary.
"The ASC does not finance concerts." he
and are enthusiastic."
Satnik said one goal Orchesis wants to
said. "We seek to find promoters from an
According to Satnik, this year's group is
achieve this year is to have a performing
outside source to bring in concerts...
looking great.
group tour off-campus, possibly to the Moses
Concerts are scheduled at the promoter's
"We have a lot more class time for
Lake and Seattle areas.
expense. The ASC may negotiate a ticket
polishing and technique this year," she
"It's been a dream of Lana Jo's (Orchesis
.;ercentage cut or receive a flat rate for havsaid.
·
producer presently on sabbatical) and mine
ing a major concert on Central's campus.
for several years and I want to experiment
Promoters pay for the set up, cleaning up
Orchesis has split into two groups to try " 'with it this year," said satnik.
•
the
facilities and arranging for ushers, ticket
.. something new, she said. Orchesis ComAn addition to the group is Beverly Ormtakers
and other jobs required to present a
. pany I consists _of more experienced dancers
breck, Ellensburg Dance Collective, to help
while the less experienced and new dancers
choreograph the spring show. Ormbreck ' concert, Drinkwater said.
fopn Company II.
choreographed Central's production of
" West Stde Story" last January and has
"The reason for the split was to strive for a been dancing with the collective for several
higher quality of performance with em- years, she said. ·
phasis on technique," she said. "The diviOrchesis board members are Michael Forsion seems to be a positive thing as far as the rest, president; Fee Rhinehart, vice presidancers are concerned."
dent; Carol Morris, ~ecretary; Deanna Otter" With Company I and Company II there is bein, publicity manager; Julie Schiller,
over midterms
more ·room for growth." said Michael For- costume manager; and Leanne Mumm,
and the big· push
rest, president of Orchesis. "It gives each Company II coordinator. They said they're
till the end of the quarter?
group special recognition."
· prepared for a busy and successful year
Every year dancers perform a formal pro- ahead.
duction during winter quarter and one show
The first performance is collaborated with
'
in
May.
Dances
performed
are
jazz,
modem
Jazz
Band I under the direction of John
•,
'·
and ballet. Each dancer may be in one to Moawad in McConnell Auditorium Feb. l
Jesus said, "Until now you have
three dances and rehearse anywhere from and 2 at 8 pm.
approximately two to 10 hours per week.
not asked for anything in my name.
Dances are choreographed by students,
"It's really organized this year," said ForAsk and you will receive, and your
the director and sometimes guest rest. "The group is filled · with a lot of
joy will be complete:10 choreographers, he said.
talent."
A message from the students of Central Christi~n

By LORELEY SMITH

STRESSED OUT?
TRY PRAYER.

You're At Home
At

Fellowship.
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Electronic Ignition Tune-Ups

:

(with plugs) Starting at $29.95
lnclud11 ntw spark pluia, labor to lnlllll plugs,
ad)ntment of Ignition Umlng, And 1 clnnl1g 1nd
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ldlustrnent at Cll'lluretor.

Battery- Now $24.95
-Wltll tlll1·caupon-

Regullrly $29.95

Monday-Friday: 7 1.m•.f p.m., Sltunlay: I 1.m.·5 p.m.
. _
1102 Clnyot Rold (Nell to Lii ScllWlb) - 125--1&e- . I VIU
-Coupon 11plr11 Novemlllr 30, 1984- lllltlranl
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by A.S.C.

and the
Luthern Student Movement

Thursday
November 15th

· 7p.m.
Hertz Auditorium

DISCUSSION FOLLOWING

I

J

...
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·student
director
ready for play

Winegar's

By DENISE MOORE

* $uper Special I

Staff Writer
Leah Harris, senior, is the student director
for a British comedy called ''The Phtlanthroptst. "

"The best way to learn how to direCt a
play is to be a director," said Harris.

On half • gallon milk prices:

--'-----

Harris said she'd been thinking about
directing for quite some time. But it wasn't
until this last summer she decided to actual·
ly go ahead al'ld direct..

Farm Fresh Grade A ·•

Student directing is a good experience and
being nervous is part of the job, she said.

Pasteurized - Homogenized Whole •: 8St~••
·Pasteurized· Homogenized 2% •.

Now that rehearsals have started, Harris
said she's a little more relaxed. Things seem
to be going smoothly right now and she said
she hopes it continues.

.

.

82 e

·

a5.c ;,

Harris said directing isn't easy. She earns _
her six credits with a lot of hard work.

• Prices good through November 30, 1984 •
~

"I'm really enjoying directing even
though I have to be at every rehearsal," Harris said.
Harris said that directing is like toning or
blending ideas to come up with a workable
end.
Betty Evans, drama professor, ls the play
adviser. Evans, who is from New Zealand,
will be giving pointers on the British dialect.
Students participating in the play are:
Dennis Cleary, John Armstrong, Scott
Hoyer, Duane Mee, Tracy Bidleman, Kirsten
Bennett and Gall McElroy.
The play starts Nov. 29 and runs through
Dec. 1 at the. 'Power Theater at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.
-

Take Advan·t age of Leadership Opportunities.

Be Part of Central's Success!
There are still openings in the student government and various
committees on which students can hold seats. With the passing of
the new constitution, there will be 7 positions on the Board of
Directors for 1985. This participation takes place in qrder to make
known the students opinion in matters concerning CWU. The
positions on the 1985 BOD will be:

On the various committees these positions are t
available:
·.r
Board of Academic Appeals (1] - The Board provides for 1
· ~

~

i ~~

c

~~

q Stude~t,~

o'-

Directors At-Large
- Representative to
. - Representative to
· - Representative to
-. Representative 10
Executive Officers

CJ~

Faculty ·
Clubs and Organizations
FactUty Planning Council
Student Living

1

Recommends policy. on all ~
college matters related to the undergraduate academic prodrams.
Campus Site & Development [1 ] - Reviews and ~akes i,
decisions on any changes or development on campus gro~nds.

Undergraduate Council .[1] -

- President
- Executive Vice-President
- Vice-President of Budget and Planning
_ThlJrsd~y. Noyember 1?, 1984

the airing of grievances for .any student against any other $tudent, :
or member of the faculty, staff or administration, or any faculty ;
member against any student in matters c.oncerning academic. -;
welfare.
Academic Standing [1 ]- Reviews and makes decisions in ;~
matters concerning students and academic standing.
i:

Bookstore Committee [2] ~

I ,

i

Advises the Bodkstore r

Manager of student and faculty needs.
I -I
· Graduate 'Council (1] - Recommends policy on all ~allege
matters related to the graduate council.
The
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You can be part of the
greatest alliance in American
business history - Electronic
Data Systems and General Motors.
· This alliance combines the
information processing strengths
of EDS with the resources of the
largest company in the nation.
And with it comes vast
opportunities for you - the kind
that business professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking.
You're already starting at the top
with our outstanding resources
for growth and success. And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self-starters
- people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
detennination to reach them. We
_ want to put you at·the co~e of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business anp technical
skills to solve complex problems
for our clients. And every EDS
Systems Engineer has graduated
from our nationally-recognized
Systems·~ngineering Development
( SED) Program.

The SED Program will
prepare you for the leadership
responsibilities you will have in
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts
approximately 18 months and will
undoubtedly be one of the most
rigqrous and rewarding business
experiences of your life. You'll
receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential.
To qualify for the- SED
Program, yo'1 must be a college
graduate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a-major in Management Information
Systems, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
business and information
processing. In addition,

you must be flexible to
relocate and travel. Finally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident. If you ~e a
successful candidate, BDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensation package. And you're
sure to thrive in our corporate
environment where rewards are
based ·on achievement - not
se~ority.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST.ALLIANCE IN
. AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
Contact your college placement
office today to schedule an
interview with a local EDS
recruiter. Or, write to: Electronic
Data Systems Cotporation, 7171
Forest Lane, Dallas, TX 75230.
(214) 661-6060. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ECS

Electronic Data Systems Corporation
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Central' s wrestlers are preparing for their upcoming season.

Wrestlers grabbing for more than 7th
By KEVIN MARTY
Staff Writer
entral's wrestling team, which
provided two national champions in
Robin MacAlpine and Greg Ford
last year, is hoping to send another team to
nationals in 1985 under the direction of new
head coach Scott Ricardo.
With eight returning lettermen and a good
crop of transfers and freshmen, this team
could top its placement of 7th in the nation

C

last year.
"MacAlpine should have another great
year. He's in a good position. He should have
most people beat before the match starts,
because his opponents will have doubts,"
said Ricardo.
Former head coach Eric Beardsley is now
an assistant coach along with Ford whose
eligibility is gone.
"I have a different style of coaching than
Coach Beardsley.·' said Ricardo. ''But my
youth and his experience should provide a

good mixture this year.''
This is Ricardo's first year · as a head
coach. He has been an assistant wrestling
coach for two years and is also on the. CWU
football coeching staff.
"Coach Beardsley is a conciliar-he will
help me prepare the team to continue to be
one of the top teams in the nation. This is
my year to get back into it," Ricardo said.

MacAlpine will be joined by returning lettermen Kevin Anson, Fred Gordon, Tom
Grubb, Mark Peterson, Rusty Porterfield,
Dave Stai and Glen Stein, whom all should
provide good leadership for the team.

Coach Beardsley will be there to assist,
but won't be involved as in the past.
"I won't be as intensely involved like

Please see Wrestling on 20.

before, but will there to help, mostly in tournaments. but will assist throughout the
year," said Beardsley.

Without line 'Cats wo.u ld go nowhere
By MATT MASSEY
Staff Writer

C J Nelsen/The Observer

The offensive line: (front left to right) Brian Ferryman, Kevin Wilson, Ned Walls, Lon Stewart.
(middle) Gary Nelson, Mark St. Louise, Craig Danielson. (top) Jim Beeson and Frank Reno.
Thursday, November 15, 1984

Without them, Ed Watson would go
nowhere.
The best Matt Brkljacich would be able to
do is run for his life, if these guys weren't
around.
Although. their 'reliablity and efforts go
unrqentioned or taken for granted, that is
publicly, with each contest they work as
hard as anyone.
This unheralded cast of performers which
keys Central's football attack is its powerful
offensive line.
These individuals are grouped together
and provide a cumulative job. They all work
as a unit, complementing each other both,
Jiterally and figuratively.
This is the heart and soul of the Wildcat offense.
Mark St. Louise. Frank Reno, Lon
Stewart, Tracy Goff, Ned Walls, Brian Ferryman, Craig Danielson, and Ray Atwood
have been these main contributors in opening up holes for the CWU offense.
The main reason these guys have been a
big key to Central football is their tightlyknit relationships, both on and off the field.
"It's a good group of players to be working
with," said the 245-pound sophomore left
guard, Reno, who started three of the last
four games at that position. 'Tm just
honored by being able to play with this
bunch of good players. They've taught me a
lot already.''

Please see Offense on 20.
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Wrestling....-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - Continued from page 19.
"With the addition of Pat Pine (transfer 1
from Simon Fraser) and Kris Morgan.
(Washington State Collegiate Champion) we
should be strong." Ricardo said.
Other transfers that look good in workouts
include Bob Behrens (Big Bend); Eric Idler
(Columbia Basin). Brian Sullivan (University of Washington) and Brian Roden

(Eastern).
Cited freshmen wrestlers include: Les
Baer (Yakima), state AAA chamJ?: Bill Garson (Tenino); Shawn Buechel (Ellensburg);
James Ganet (Wapato); and Chris Mason
(Spokane).
Ricardo isn't the only one missing out on ·
the start of the wrestling season because of
football. Jimmie Dillingham. Jim McCormick and Craig Danielson are missing the
club practices due to football playoffs.

"I like to rely on my experience as a
wrestler and a coach to get them mentally
prepared to wrestle," said Ricardo. "They
wlll also learn from each other in workouts."
Ricardo's philosophy on the game is in
strategy.
'Tm a strategist. I've forgot~en some
things since I haven't wrestled for awhile. I
need to know my athletes well so I can think
for them when their tired,'' said Ricardo.

What does he expect this year?
"Our main goal is to win nationals. Coach
Beardsley has won two, we want another
one. AlSo we want to promote wrestling to
the community by providing exciting matches,'· said Ricardo.
Central's first scheduled match will be at
Highline Community College Jan. 4.
"Washington State will be our toughest
competition this year, because they're a
scholarship team. But we have the talent to
compete with them,'' Ricardo said.

Offense--------------------------~-----Continued from page 19.
"This is the best offensive line we've had
at Central," echoed junior Ned Walls. who
plays opposite Reno at right guard. "A key
to our success has to be how everybody
works together. We're cohesive."
Reserve sophomore offensive tackle Ray
Atwood doesn't beat around the bush. when
he tells about his teammates.
"This is the best team I've been around,"
said the 6-foot, 240-pound Oak Harbor product. "I've been on a lot teams, but none
have been closer. We work together and we
all get along on and off the field. We don't
have any major conflicts. That has to be one
of the biggest keys to our success is our
togetherness."
"We all stick up for each other," Walls added.
And for good reason, everyone on the offensive line weighs over 230 pounds and

~ucleus of the team. And in order to have
stands over six feet tall.
yards per game average CWU leads the
the running backs rush the ball well, we ' Evergreen Conference in that category. WatDanielson, a junior. is the heftiest of the
have to work hard on our assignll)ents.' We son has the individual lead lead at 88.6
group tipping the scales at 280 pounds.
just have to make our offense work," em- yards per game clip.
Danielson stands 6-foot-5, while senior Ferryman is the tallest at 6-foot-7. Ferryman . · phasized Reno.
"Our backs have alfbeen great this year,"
All the lineman have one common goal Goff said.
weighs in at 240 pounds. Those two comand that is to help get a win, but another
bine at the right tackle position. Ferryman
Saturday, though, might be a different
goal has taken precedence as of late.
has missed the last two games with a bad
story. This time the line is going to have
"Our major goal is to get Ed (Watson) the hold long enough for quarterback Brkljacich
knee. He had arthroscopic surgery, and is
rest of his yardage and of course with the to throw the ball more.
listed as probable in Saturday's regular
game," Walls told of Saturday's contest with
season finale at Tomlinson Stadium.
"We'd like to see the passing game come
Western Oregon State College.
Senior center Stewart checks in at 6-foot-3
alive," Reno said. "I don't think we're overWatson is 114 yards away from becoming confident. We are all kind of awed. But the
and 230 pounds, while senior left tackle St.
the third 1,000-yard rusher in a single- ship keeps rolllng."
Louise is 6-foot-3 and 258 pounds.
season in the history of the school.
Goff is 6-foot-3 and 245 pounds, with
Indeed the ship has. nine times in a row The offensive line has opened up enough to be exact.
Walls listed at 6-foot-2 and 235 pounds.

Both players have shared time at right
guard.
· Sharing time hasn't been a problem with
any of these individuals. They all have had
their equal share of the work load.
''I'm satisfied with my role this season,"
said Goff. "We ali get equal time."
"Coach (offensive coordinator Scott)
Ricardo says 'the offensive line is the

already to allow the Wildcat offense to compile an overpowering average of 277 yards
and outing in the past five. With a 234.9

And where would Central be without an
offensive line of this caliber?
That's obvious.

In Need of Family Planning Services?
The Kittitas County Health Department
offers these services:
YEARLY EXAMS
BIRTH CONTROL
CANCER SCREENING

•
•
•
•
•
•

·Berry's·

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
And
Discover
• • • •
•
A Fine Selection Of
• • • • Men And Womens Clothing • • • •
• • • • And Household Accessories! • • • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •

•
•
•

•

PREGNANCY TESTING

•
•
•

VD TESTING & TREATMENT

•
•

COUNSELING
CHILDREN BY CHOICE
507 Nanum

NOT BY CHANCE
962-6811 EXT. 109

What is a SUPER MOTHER?
It i~ a quarter pound hamburger
with cheese, ham or bacon, served
'DELUXE' with mayonnaise, lettuce,
tomato, pickle, and relish
for only $2.
Now you know what a
SUPER MOTHER ISi
IT'S THE BEST BURGER
IN TOWN!

THE.TAV
Happy Hours:
3 • 5 p.m.
8 • 9 p.m.
117 W. Fourth 925-3939
Page 20 - The Observer.

With the purchase of each
SUPER MOTHER you will receive
a Fan Club Card!
Present 10 cards to the Head
S.M. (JACK) for a
FREE SUPER MOTHER!

$3.99

Expires December 15, 1984
Thursday, November 15, 1984

Fundamentals taught in rugby class
By JOHN MERRILL
Staff Writer
Physical Education 298 is not, by any
means. the average P.E. class.
In its second quarter of existence, the
course is designed to teach the fundamentals of rugby. According to Tom Rowney. a
P.E. major who's teaching the class, · it
seems to be going over well.
"We haven't got a great many students
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(all but two of which are men), but everyone
seems to be enjoying it," he said. "We
basically teach the fundamentals of team
play. with occasional small-sided matches,
maybe six- or seven-a-side."
The course was first offered last spring,
mainly because of Rowney.
"I was a soccer player," said Rowney. who
has lived in the U.S. for a year-and-a-half
since moving from England. "I didn't play a

lot of rugby. My only experience playing . be offered in the winter, but should be
available in the spring, Rowney said.
rugby was during the year I spent at a
Rowney said he feels that student interest
private school. but coming from England,
1n
the sport stems from its similarity to
I've seen it played a lot.
American football.
"It really is a great sport. It's basically the
"The class was designed basically forerunner of American footbclII.'' he said.
because. I'm from England and in the P.E.
"Football developed from rugby.
department,•• he said.
The class meets every Tuesday and
"I enjoy rugby very much. I have a great
Thursday and is wo,rth one credit. lt won't
time teaching the class." Rowney said.
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Entire Stock Of

OUTERWEAR

1/2· PRICE

DOWNTOWN

PHARMACY
;.

;_i-;

-I

SAVE UP TO

40%

and more...

Come On By!

DOORBUSTER
SPECIAL!

SWEATER SALE

Helpful & Informative
Pharmacists,
David Cross
amt
Roger Glaser.

Women's

LEATHER
JACKETS

Buy one sweater at current ticket price and
receive a second sweater of equaf value
or less at 1/2 PRICE!

6999
CORDUROY
& DRESS
PANTS

s5 OFF

Current Ticket Price

Prescriptions
Vitamins
Health Aids
All At Competitive Prices
(5 Blocks From Campus)
414 N. Pearl -

925-i514

GREEC
$889
From

Women's

-~

Double
occupancy

OXFORD
SHIRTS

2mrs1a
Originally $13

DRESSES

2J99

Originally $28 _ $34

JUMPSUITS

2999
.Originally $36 _ $4 2

Friday departure Sunday return
from Seattle !
January 1 - March 15
Price includes:
R/T Seattle/Athens/Seattle
via SAS
8 nights 'B' class Athens hotel
accommodations
Athens sightseeing tour
Continental breakfast daily
All hotel taxes .& service
charges
~~~~~~~~

l~ll~iisl111rg

11•11ve·1, Inc•
306. ~.

PINE

'925-6933
116 EAST FOURTH STREET, DOWNTOWN ELLENSBURG•VALLEY MALL
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Sportswrap
Season finale
rests on 'Cats
One time.
That's it.
The whole ba11 bf wax.
The entire 1984 season rests on the
shoulders of the Central Wildcat football
team Saturday.
CWU puts a monumental playoff berth, a
nine-game win streak, and a perfect 7 -0
Evergreen Conference mark on the line
when it hosts Western Oregon State College
at Tomlinson Stadium at 1 p.m.
The Wildcats (9-1 overall), the top-ranked
Northwest small college squad and thirdrated among NAIA Division 1 schools nationally, faces a deceiving Western Oregon
ballclub.
The Wolves are 3-3 in the conference and
3-4-2 overall, but rate well in the conference
statistically. WOSC ranks second, behind
Central. in team rushing. first in total
defense, third in rushing defense and first in
passing defense. The 'Cats are third in total
defense and first scoring defense.
A victory over the Wolves would mark the
first time Central has finished a conference
campaign undefeated, since 1972.
Also, it would give the 'Cats a playoff
among the top eight nationally-ranked
teams. The playoffs start Saturday, Dec. 1
with four quarterfinal matchups.
This Sunday all the final ratings and first-

round regional pairings will be revealed.
If the Wildcats do come out on top Saturday, their opponent will likely be CarsonNewman, the top-ranked team in the nation.
The Wolves could prove hazardous to
CWU's playoff hopes. with WOSC's mirrorimage style. Both teams have enjoyed success running the ball.
The 'Cats are coming off a 28-6 whipping
of Western Washington University in Bellingham last Saturday. The Central backfield
racked up 292 yards on the ground.
With that win, CWU equalled school
records for most victories in a season and
consecutive with nine.
Central fullback Ed Watson broke loose
for 134 yards on 17 totes, to earn Evergreen
Conference Offensive Player-of-the-Week
status. Watson now averages 88.6 yards
rushing an outing, while in the past five contests his team has averaged 277 yards on
the ground.
Western Oregon fullback Glenn Hill has
that identical 88.6 yards per game figure to
keep pace with Watson for the conference
rushing lead.
Defensively. CWU is led by linebacker
Dennis Edwards, who is tops on the club
with 91 tackles and five fumble recoveries.
Line backing mate, Maurice Hanks, has four
fumble recoveries, four interceptions, two
blocked punts, and is second in tackles with
77. Lineman Bob Shaw has made 73
tackles, including a team-high 13 quarterback sacks (116 yard total in losses). Defensive back Charlie Kruger is leading in pass

RESEARCH PAPERS
14,789 to choose from - all sub1ec1s 1
Rush $2 tor the current. 306 -page c atal()g. Custom research & thesis assistance also available
Hest>arch. 11322 Idaho Ave., ;; 20 6 JC,
Los Angeles. CA 90025 (21314 ~7 b :?26.

interceptions with seven.
Against Western Washington, the 'Cats
scored a touchdown in every quarter, along
with edging the Vikings offensively,
359-287 in total yardage.
Also, Western· coughed up the football
seven times, with Centrai recovering five occassions to help in the Wildcat cause. Three
of those fumble recoverie aided in CWU
scores.
The eastsiders controlled the ball for
36:08 of the contest. compared tp 23:52 for
the Vikes. During the second and third
periods, WWU had possession of the ball for
8:07, while Central used it for 21 :53.
-by Matt Massey

CWU SEASON .S TATISTICS
SCORES AND REMAINING SCHEDULE
9/8
9/ 15
9/22
9/29
10/6
10/13
10/20
10/27
11/3
11/ 1O
11117
12/1

Eastern Washington ...... . ...... ... . 20-38
Eastern Oregon ...............•...... 57-0
Whitworth ..... . ......... .. . . ....... 36-0
Lewis & Clark ...... . ................ 36-0
Pacific Lutheran ......... .. ......... 31-14
Southern Oregon .................... 23-13
Oregon Tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 54-14
Puget Sound ....................... 14-12
Simon Fraser . ....... . . .. ....... ... .. 20-6
Western W ashlngton .................. 28-6
Western Oregon .... .......... . . .... l p.m.
NAIA Playoffs ............... .. ...... TBA

RUSHING
car
Ed Watson .. ... .. 174
· Jim McCormick .
128

Yds
886

638

All food 200/o off

284
100

68
61
24
5
-11
2349
900

Com
69
32
11
112
143

Pct
51.9
57.1
57.9
53.8
47 .5

RECEIVING
Rec
Kyle Fowler ... ... 42
Ed Watson
11
James Hasty ..... 19
Jim Beeson .. ....
9
Jim McCormick ...
8
Pat Nolan ........
8
Steve Hahn ..... .
7
Jimmie Dillingham
6
Charles Chandler ..
3
Tom Crowell
3
Dewey Brawley ...
3
Rick Hayden .....
I
Travis Toms ......
l
TOTALS ........ 112
OPPONENTS ..... 143

Yda

PASSING
Brkljaclch .
Olson ... . .
Cote ... . .
TOTALS ..
OPP . ... ..

Att
133
56
19
208
301

599
83
142
107
80
58
108
52
75
47
23
18
5
1397
1782

7.6
3.6
3.0
4 .3
2.6
3.4
1.0
-0.2
4.2
2.6
Yds

899
283
215
1397
1782

4

4

30
35
13
10
13
11
8
9
56
49

TD
8
3
2
13
9

Int
6
4
0
10
19

5
0
0
1
0
0
2
25

Avg
14.3
7.6
14.'2
11.9
10.0
7.0
15.4
8.7
25.0
15.7
7.7
18.0 '
5 .0
12.5
l~ . 5

962-6378

•

0
0
I
1
0
0
0
13
9

Lg
37
11
38
26
35
15
21
31
42
24
13.
18
5
42
55

SCORING - Ed Watson 72. Craig Warmenhoven 65
( 10-20 field goals, 35-35 extra points), Kyle Fowler 42 , Matt

Please see Wrap on 23.

Lg
56
27

!Does 1101 include beverage)

ecretar1

All you can eat -

$3.80

(Includes lax)

Wednesday: 11 :30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sunday: Noon-3 p.rn.
New fall hours

Monday-Thu:sday - · 11 30 a.m -9 .30 p.m
Friday - 11.30 a.m.- 10 p.m.. Saturday - 4:30-10 p.m.
!:it11!llay - N•iu11 ~ µ 1n

SOON TO BE RENAMED!
Cheapest tap beer prices .in town: 60 oz. pitchers $1.25
Thursday is Ladies' Night: Schooners 2~
Monday Night Football Special: Schooners 25..
And Hotdogs 2 for $1
(From Kick-off till the end of the game.)
George Kiiiian~ on tap.
Watch for the
'Rename The Ugly Bear Contest'
-Coming Soon~

.

925-2181

STOREWIDE
SALE

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!

..................................................

Some Ski Items Reduced
To LESS THAN 1/2 Price!
Check Out Our $ki Packa·ges!

Celebrate With Usl

111 W. 3rd 925-4602

Get creative
with your own unique designs.
Check out the treme'1dous
variety of ideas•*-~~~·
··
:~:~h;

:_:,.

FREE PIZZA AND PEPSI
(Provided By University Pizza)

FREE COOKIES AND COFFEE
(Provtded By The Sweet Shoppe) _
Sale & Celebration Lasts .. "
Through Saturd November 171h·~- .... '
.;f.
· ·,'\

Jrtait'al
105 East 4th
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 925-2500
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TD
7
1
1
2
0
0

Every Tuesday night

Under New Management · New Lookl

~" .·-~:-? , .._;~-;-,~

TD
11
2

304

Pagoda .Restaurant

116 W. 3rd

.... '

Avg
5.1
5.0

Jimmie Dillingham 40
Matt Brkljacich . .. 80
Dewey Brawley ... 33
Russ Heard ...... 16
Pat Nolan ... . .... 24
Tony Kendall ... . .
7
Dale Cote ........
5
GregOlson ... . . . . 47
TOTALS ........ 554
OPPONENTS .... . 349
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•

Wrap--

Olson 8-1. Western: Curry 5·11. Ladlnes 7·26, Peterson
. 10-minus 26, Moran 6-0.
PASSINO-Central: Brkljacich 4·11-1-39, Olson
~-3-0-28 . Western: Peterson 18-34-1-287, Moran
0-1-0-0.
RECEMNG-Central: Watson 1-6, Beeson 1·11. Hasty
4-50. Western: Sager 1-11. Cummings 3-62, Ladtnes 4-46,
Moran 1-9, Carroll 2·40, Phillips 6-103. Curry 1·16.

The present came in the form of today's
Central Wildcat varsity basketball team and
the past was portrayed by some former CWU
hoopsters. The alumni corps was overwhelmed by the youthful 'Cats, 105-81.
The pre-season contest proviqed Central

EVERGREEN CONFERENCE STANDINGS

Continued from page 22.
Brkljaclch 30, Jimmie Dillingham 24, Charlle Kruger 12.
Jim McCormick 12. Jim Beeson 12. Greg Olson 12. James
Hasty 6. Maurtce Hanks 6. Charles Chandler 6, Pat Nolan 6,
Tom Crowcll 6. Dale Cote 2, Travis Toms 2. TOTALS 319
(41 touchdowns. 10 field goals. 37 extra points, two
safeties). OPPONENTS 103 (14 touchdowns. 3 field goals. 9
extra points).
INTERCEPTIONS - Charlie Kruger 7 (one touchdown).
Maurice Hanks 4 (one touchdown). Terry Logan 2. Dennis
Edwards. Nate Wood. Bill Swope. Mark Bannlsh, Les Mc·
Cullev, Ken Anderaon. TOTALS 19 (two touchdowns). OP. PONENTS 11 (one touchdown).
SACKS- Bob Shaw 13. Simeon Fields 4, Jim Newton 2.
Greg Wellington 2, Maurice Hanks, Shawn Leonard. Phil
Klopfstctn. Greg Wellington, Huhtala.
FUMBLE RECOVERIES - Dennis Edwards 5. Maurice
Hanks 4. Simeon Fields 2, Charlie Kruger 2, Greg Wellington, Les McCulley, Ken Anderson, Terry Logan, Jim
Newton. Vincent Stallcup, Mike Glannandrea, Mark Bannlsh.

LAST WEEK
CWU 28, WESTERN WASHINGTON 6
Central .....•.............. . ... 7 7 7 7-28
Western ......... . . . ............ o 0 0 6- 6
CWU - Matt Brkljaclch 6 run (Craig Warmenhoven kick)
CWU - Greg Olson 1 run (Warmenhoven kick)
CWU- Ed Watson 36 run (Warmenhoven kick)
CWU - Jimmie Dillingham 21 run (Warmenhoven kick)
WWU - Sager 11 pass from Peteraon (kick blocked)
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Passing
Fumbles-Jost
Penalties-yards
Punts-average

CWU
24
67-292
67
6·14-1
2-2
9-77
2·32.0

WwU
17
28-11
287
18·35·1
7-5
12-121
2-23.0

RUSHING-Central: Watson 17-134, Brkljaclch 12-41.
McCormick 19-52, Heard 5-12. Dillingham 5-49, Nolan 1-3,

W
Central Washington 7
Simon Fraser ..... . 5
Southern Oregon .... 3 ,
Puget Sound ....... 3·
Western Oregon . .. . 3
Whitworth ... .. ... 3
WcsternWashington . 2
Oregon'Tech ...... . 2
Eastern Oregon .... . 0

L
O
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
7

Conference
T PF
O 232
0 129
0 125
l ,148
0 119
0 119
l
81
0 127
0
28

PA
51
48
118
111
118
155
116
165
243

SeJ>•?n
VIL T
9 1 o
7 2 O
5 4 O
4 4 1
3 4 2
4 5 O
2 6 1
3 5 1
O 9 O

THIS WEEK - Western Oregon at Central
Washington; Eastern Oregon at Puget Sound; Simon
Fraser at Oregon Tech; Western Washington at Southern
Oregon.
LAST WEEK - Central Washington 28, Western
Washington 6: Oregon Tech 28. Western Oregon 6;
Southern Oregon 16. Eastern Oregon O; Simon Fraser 10,
Puget Sound 8.

BASKETBALL
Central's 10th-ranked varsity opens
regular season play Friday and Saturday in
the University of Victoria tournament. The
first home encounter is slated for Nov. 27 at
7:30 p.m. against Warner Pacific College in
Nicholson Pavilion.
A little bit of the past and the present were
witnessed last Saturday night at Nicholson
Pavilion.
The present prevailed much like modern
technology has taken over the old ways of
business.
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Reggie Wright drives for two.
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In a tune-up for its Nov. 27 season opener
with Yakima Valley College, Central's
women's basketball team used a big second
half last Saturday to beat the alumni; 89-49.
Central had four players score in double
figures, as 62 second-half points turned a
six-point halftime lead into a cakewalk. Central out-rebounded the alumni 47-39, while
hitting 29 free throws to the alumni's three.
The Wildcats were led by the 12 points

Please see Wrap on 24.

Your Family Mo11ie Entertainment Center

SPECIALS!

Support Group

Monday - Thursday·
Call early for Friday & Satur~ay
VCR. & Movie Reservations.
To Serve You Better
We Have An Additional 25 New VCR Machines!
(Next to Domlnos Plzz11)

head coach Dean Nicholson with a look at
13 different players and an initial indication
of their abilities in a game situation.
The varsity outdid the alumni compilation
in every statistical category. The varsity
shot 54 percent from the field and 75 percent from the free-throw line, compared to
36 percent and 70 for the alumni.
Central's varsity outrebounded its foes,
55-40, en route to grabbing a 59-39 halftime
bulge.
The varsity had seven players register
do1:1ble-figure scoring. Seniors Keith Bragg
and Al Shannon led the way netting 15
points apiece. Israel Dorsey and Reggie
Wright contributed 13 and 12, respectively,
while Gordon Dixon, Andy Affholter, and
Ron vanderSChaaf each chipped in 10.
vanderSchaaf also hauled down 11 rebounds.
Transfer forward Rodnie Taylor, who's
ineligible until the seventh game. played for
the alumni and led in scoring, pouring
through 18 points. The 6-foot-7 Taylor also
grabbed a team-high nine rebounds.
Another transfer, Darrell Tanner, also ineligible until seven games into the regular
season, wasn't present for the preliminary
contest.
Among the true alumni, Sam Miller led in
·scoring with 10 points.
-by Matt Massey

...

505 N. Pine 925·9657

For Alcohol & Substance Abuse
Every Friday night at 7:30 p.m.
Three Penny Theater (Barge 300)
Sunday mornings at 10 a.m.
Grupe Conference Center
Phone: 925-9139

A place for students to come for information,
education, and support, with regard to their involvement with alcohol and drugs. Group
meets every Thursday at 3 p.m. in SUB 210.

Student contact, Dawn Swart or counselor
contact, Chip Fried. For more information call
Student Council Center. 963-1391

Everyone Welcome!
NORMAJEAN'S
SEWING

Alterations I Mending
Normade~n

Prices
12·8 p.m.

962·6243

603 Ruby

Low

Quick Service

Car for sale: 1975 AMC Gremlin, runs good.
962-6148.
Got something to . .y?
Say It with The Observer
Penonal/Classlftecl section. Only 11
(25 word maximum). Peraonal and ·
Cla••lflecl ada can now be tumecl In at ·
the SUB lpf~~t1tlon ~th ~~w. .n ~
•·m~ and 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Item• should be In written
form, not more than 25 word• .In
length and be accompanied by 11.
Deadllne for the :Thursday paper .Is:.
Tuesday at noon. The Observer
PerH9'1!11~aasgled s~tlon .accepts
ads that are - noncomm·e rclal .:: _In
nature. For commerclal bulslness ads
contact Mary Wllllamson, 963-1026.

SELL: Give your loved one a beautiful solid gold
chain for Christmas. Seven chains, suitable for men
or women. Some never worn. $80 to $400.
925-6305.
Trying to find a gift for someone special? For
crocheted or hand knit items, call Meri at 962-8688.

YARD SALE: 6111/2 N. Sprague, Saturday,
November 17. Grass, dirt, worms; everything must
go! By students for students. Come by and see us.
M.W .., Hope you are having a great day. Thank you
for being yourself. Shalom. Pricilla.
HELP' WANTED: Cross country ski instructors.
Mountainholm Touring Center, Easton. 656-2346
day or even'ing, keep trying.
'

''.'l;~:::tyM~:;

'
l
llilAl
RESTAUR'ANT
I

A REFRESHING EXPERIENCE

l'M MOVING! Must sell '77 Dodge Colt, a Sanyo
stereo, typewriter. telephone. Other really good
buys! Call Tena, 962-6168.
Hi Hoser! Thank you for being my friend . I love you,
too. From the other Hoser. (Beer shampoo means
towel off, eh?
Happy Birthday Joanne! From M & K, No.13

,

, IN GOOD EATING

CtUN£S£ • AMERICAN FOOD ,'

.;;~'.~~...

1

.

·

~~~:~.u~~tQ ~~~;·

'" ·Prices ~·ran·gin:u · 'from

.

~$2.35 '.

.-. To ·
$7.95

,
~

1973· Chevy Nova 4 door, dependable, $600, must
sell sopn; Prince tennis racket $90; bean bag chair
$10; 10 gal. fish tank $10; 10 speed $95. 962-8688
207 N. MAIN • ELLENSBURG

Thursday. November 1Sf 1954
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Wrap-Continued from page 23.
each of Julie Fees and Ruth Bennett , two
of the top players from Central's junior varsity team of a year ago. Fees, who averaged
11.4 points in eight JV games last year, hit
3-of-7 field goals and 6-of-8 free throws,
while Bennett, who led last year's JV team
with a 13.6 scoring average, wa8 a perfect
5-of-5 and 2-of-2.
Adding 10 points each for Central were
Kristi Wilson (5-of-8 shooting) and
Kristelle Arthur. A junior from Highline
High School. Wilson was the most accurate
sh.ooter among last year's varsity players ed by some.
(50.5 percent). Arthur, who led the 'Cats
The men's and women's squads, both
Saturday with six rebounds, is a freshman
coming off impressive dual meet victories
from Port Townsend.
over Pacific Lutheran last Friday and
Pacing the alumni were the nine points of second-place finishes in the CWU Relays on
Loma Beaver and the eight rebounds of Saturday, are currently going through an
Kathy Blauman, who's actually a varsity annual grueling conditioning program
member who played with the alumni to even which lasts 1.1early three we~ks.
out the two sides. Blauman, a senior, started
It includes swimming a staggering 11,000
two seasons at Wenatchee Valley College yards a day. which equals out to 220 laps and one at Seattle Pacific.before transfer.rtng up and back- in Central's swimming pool.
to Central.
The regimen also includes an extensive
The game remained close early. with Cenweight training program.
·'The kids are extremely tired right now.··
tral shooting just 24 percent from the field
but clinging to a 27-21 lead at halftime. The· .CWU coach Bob Gregson said of the condisecond half was a different story •. though,
tioning program which lasts until
with the 'Cats outscoring the alumni 62-28 Thanksgiving vacation.
to produce the one-sided final. A conGregson figures the exhaustion will show
tributing factor to the 40-point margin was tomorrow night when the Wildcats host the
the alumni' s 36 turnovers.
University of British Columbia in a dual
Central's Nov. 27 season opener against meet at Central's swimmirtg complex.
YVC ls set for 5 p.m. at Nicholson Pavilion.
"We're not going to look very good until
-by John Merrill
after Christmas," he added. "Then when
our teams get into our NAIA schedule
there's going to be a big difference."
This is the time of year for Central's men's
and women's swimming teams that has
Actually such a difference could be seen
become known as "Trash Weeks." /
last Friday when Central's teams competed
It isn't easy. And it's perhaps even dread- . in their only dual meets against NAIA com-

SWIMMING

petition until January. The men soundly
defeated PLU 65-47 and .t he women came
away with a surprisingly easy 71-42 victory
over the Lutes, the defending third-place
finishers in the NAIA national meet.
Central's women finished fifth last season.
Central led from start to finish, taking an
early lead when the Wildcats won the
400-yard medley relay. The squad consisted
of sophomore Tari . Stonecipher and
freshmen DCbbie Gray, Paula Martin and
Amy Carroll.
Central also won the 400 freestyle relay
with three members off last year's team that
placed second at nationals in that event.
Kathy Lang, Mary Malgarini and Tani
Thorstenson are the veterans, with Carroll
the lone newcomer.
In Saturday's relay meet. Central finished
second behind the University ofldaho which
tallied 106 points in the nine-event meet.
The Wildcats finished with 88 points.
Central won two events, the 400
breaststroke and the 200 freestyle. Gray,
Lomax, Tammy Myers and Cheri Elliot
comprised the winning breaststroke squad
and Malgartni. Thorstenson, Lang and Carroll combined for the freestyle victory .

The 'Cats did receive a big boost when
Garvin Morlan. an All-American last season
in the 100 butterfly and the 400 freestyle
relay, decided to swim this season. He had
previously planned to sit the season out.
Central showed its dominance against
PLU last Friday. although the score did not
illustrate how badly the 'Cats beat the
Lutes, which placed seventh at nationals
last year.
The 'Cats won 65-47, but Grt:~son opted
to use as many swimmers as possible, and
even had two eventual first-place finishers
and another third-place finisher compete on
a non-scoring, exhibition basis.
In all, Central actually won nine of the
meet's 13 events including eight individual
titles by eight different swimmers. The winners included Peter Braden, John Lind·
quist, David Wright, David Housh, John
Dieckman, Damon Stewart, Tom Ham and
John Bryant.
Central's 400 medley relay team was also
victorious, consisting of Wright, Bryant,
Ham and Walt Flury. The foursome also
won the event the next day at the CWU
Relays. The 'Cats also won the 400 freestyle
relay in that meet.
-by Dav.e Cook

POKER
GAME
YOU'RE INVITED TO A

POKER GAME
AT THE

HI-WAY GRILLE'S~~CARD ROOM

•

$5 in 25~ chips gets you into the game.
Monday · Saturday Noon· 2 a.m.

I

•

First 8 players at noon ·receive a
stack of chips from the house.
Cardplayers must be at least
18 yrs. of age.

111 W. 8th
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